We propose a solution for the dimensioning of parametric and procedural models. Dimensioning has long been a staple of technical drawings, and we present the first solution for interactive dimensioning: a dimension line positioning system that adapts to the view direction, given behavioral properties. After proposing a set of design principles for interactive dimensioning, we describe our solution consisting of the following major components. First, we describe how an author can specify the desired interactive behavior of a dimension line. Second, we propose a novel algorithm to place dimension lines at interactive speeds. Third, we introduce multiple extensions, including chained dimension lines, controls for different parameter types (e.g. discrete choices, angles), and the use of dimension lines for interactive editing. Our results show the use of dimension lines in an interactive parametric modeling environment for architectural, botanical, and mechanical models.
Introduction
In this paper, we introduce a method for the interactive dimensioning of parametric and procedural models. Our solution can be used in traditional modeling packages, or to create simplified intuitive 3D editing tools for novice users. Editing with interactive dimensioning is fast and only requires minimal understanding of the underlying parametric model. We envision applications in entertainment, architecture, geography, rapid prototyping, and 3D printing. Dimensioning has been incorporated into many 3D modeling packages. However, current methods are mainly suited to a static viewpoint and are typically completely manual.
In these methods, dimension lines are placed on a 2D drawing, or they are fixed in 3D world space. If the view point changes, the dimension lines can occlude the model, or intersect other dimension lines (see Figure 1 (a,b)). In this paper, we propose the first method to extend dimensioning to the interactive perspective rendering of 3D models.
We offer the following contributions:
• In Section 3, we propose a set of design principles for interactive dimensioning (see Figure 2 for examples of good and bad dimensioning) and show how interactive dimension lines can be defined.
• In Section 4, we introduce the first algorithm to position dimension lines in real time, according to the current camera view, as illustrated in Figure 1 (c, d).
• In Section 5, we present techniques for using dimension lines to edit direct and indirect parameters, as shown in Figure 1 (e, f). Together with novel 3D handles for editing various parameter types, these create a more intuitive user experience than traditional systems. 
Related Work
Dimensioning Within the field of technical drawing dimensioning is the specification of the dimensions of a 3D (world space) object via 2D (screen space) drawings. The goal is to add a necessary and sufficient number of dimension lines to specify the geometry. Such a drawing may be used for defining tolerances during machining, therefore dimensioning is supported by rigorous international standards [Int03, Ame09] . Typically dimensioning takes place on an orthographic or plan drawing.
Several commercial systems allow the manual positioning of world space dimensioning lines, such as SolidWorks [Das15] , SketchUp [Tri14] or AutoCAD [Aut14] . SketchUp, for example, allows the author to specify such a world-space dimension line by clicking twice on the model to specify end points, and once to give a offset location for the dimension line. Automatically positioning lines in 2D has been studied by several authors. Bond [BA89] introduced a rule-based system based on domain knowledge and implemented it in Prolog. Chen et al. later utilized both a rule-based expert system to dimension 3D objects on a 2D diagram [CFL01] , and techniques such as occluding forbidden zones [CFL02] to constrain dimension lines locations. SolidWorks and the AutoCAD plug-in Salt [Ada10] perform a similar role of positioning world space lines in 3D. However, these systems suffer from the fact that as the user rotates the viewpoint, the dimension lines are often occluded by the model or other dimension lines, i.e. they do not interactively adapt to the current viewpoint.
Labeling Positioning text and symbols on maps, documents or illustrations in such a way that other labels and critical features are not occluded is a computationally expensive operation; typically these problems are NP-hard [CMS95] . Ali et al. [AHS05] introduce a method for positioning a set of labels near the areas they refer to, avoiding the silhouette of an object in screen space. That is, they position screen space labels in screen space. Positioning world space geometry in screen space is studied by Li et al. [LACS08] to position non-overlapping subassemblies that explain a machine's function. However, this system requires several minutes to precompute geometry; something that is not possible in an interactive editing system. Other work investigates placing labels by example [VVAH07] , and positioning labels at interactive frame rates in static [SD08, ČB10] or dynamic [BFH01, BHF02] scenes. Parametric Models A parametric model takes a number of input parameters and uses these to create corresponding output geometry. Authors create such models, and users edit the parameters to quickly generate geometry variations, avoiding the need for them to become familiar with the details of the modeling system. Typical examples are parameter-driven scene graphs of 3D packages such as Maya [Aut15] or Houdini [Sid13] , and node/shape trees generated by procedural modeling systems, for example L-systems [PL90] or CityEngine [Esr14,MWH * 06]. Usually the nodes of such hierarchical models all have a (possibly non-unique) name and an oriented bounding box. We use the term scope to refer to such a bounding box and its name.
3D Manipulators

Interactive Dimension Lines
In contrast to prior dimensioning work, our system does not require the author to manually position dimension lines. Instead, the author assigns a (numeric) parameter to one or more scopes in the parametric model, and specifies the behavior of the resulting dimension line. Our system then interactively computes -according to the following design principles (Subsection 3.1), dimension line properties (Subsection 3.2), and current camera view -the best position for the dimension line. To create an interactive dimension line on a parametric model, the author assigns a parameter to a scope (yellow). Per-frame, our system then computes candidate lines (left) and selects, using a scoring function, a final dimension line for a given view direction (middle, right).
Interactive Dimensioning Principles
Easy comprehension is the main goal when dimension lines are arranged on an object. An 2. Dimension lines should maintain a minimum screen-space distance from the silhouette of the object, and from other dimension lines (unlike e and f). In our setup, we use distance handleSpacing = 30 pixels.
3. Dimension lines should lie in the same planes as the geometry they are applied to (such as b, but unlike c). In the case of a cylindrical object, they should be drawn in the plane normal to the view direction (such as i, but unlike g). See also Figure 2 . 
Dimension Line Properties
The above design principles underconstrain the layout of dimension lines. Therefore, the author influences the behavior by specifying the following properties: 
Dimensioning in Real-Time
In this section, we present the underlying methods of our real-time dimensioning system.
Each parameter in the parametric model is processed to find a final dimension line. planes P object is used. P object is pre-computed by clustering base lines; this is described in Subsection 4.4.
Next, we try to group dimension lines together (according to principle 8 in Subsec- the silhouette algorithm described in Section 4.1. If, again, C is empty, we fall back to the base lines (line 9). This results in a dimension line placed inside the object -fallback behavior when the user has zoomed in and the silhouette is not visible.
Finally, in line 10, we select the best possible line, d, from the set of candidate lines, C, using the scoring function described in Subsection 4.2.
Silhouette Line Placement
In this subsection we will describe our approach to computing offset candidate locations (computeWithSilhouette in Algorithm 1), given a set of base lines, B, a set of planes, P , and camera viewpoint v.
Each line in B is projected onto each of its planes in P , creating pairs {b, p}. If b is not parallel to its base line, we reject the pair; otherwise we continue to compute up to two candidate locations outside the model silhouette per pair {b, p}. offset directions on the plane, which create two possible candidate lines. One base line may be processed several times if it is associated with multiple planes in P .
The sliding calculation proceeds in two steps. First, we compute the minimal offset such that the dimension line does not obscure the model, but only touches the silhouette.
Two touching points are given as x 1 and x 2 in Figure 9 . Second, we offset these minimal positions by a padding distance (design principle 2 of Section 3.1), handleSpacing = 30 pixels. This results in the final candidate lines (ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 in Figure 9 ). The second step is trivial, so we will focus on the first step in the following.
A detail of the minimal offset calculation is that, in the general case, extension lines that are parallel in world space are not parallel in screen space. Furthermore, the candidate lines are not parallel to the base line. These issues are illustrated in The minimal offset calculation is accelerated using the GPU to reduce the performance penalty associated with the model's geometric complexity. Initially we use the GPU to render four one-dimensional distance fields: one from each of the four edges of the viewport (Figure 11 ). For example, for the distance field from the left viewport boundary we obtain one distance value for each pixel-row over the height of the viewport. The distance value specifies the horizontal distance from the left boundary to the model's silhouette.
Together, the four distance fields approximate the model silhouette. We found that 1D distance fields are much faster to build and query than a 2D or 3D silhouette edge graph. Additional acceleration is provided by using a binary tree to query the distance fields; at each node in the binary tree we store the minimum and maximum distances of each subtree. Rays are cast through the binary tree to identify the boundaries of the clipped silhouette, and determine the minimal offset. The smallest value from each of the four distance fields gives the global minimal offset. If no silhouette could be found in any direction (e.g. the silhouette intersects the viewport boundary), no candidate line is returned; this causes Algorithm 1 to position the candidate line on the base line.
Finding the Final Dimension Line
The requirement for interactive frame rates, we use a greedy approach.
We evaluate each candidate line using the following scoring function, S, and select the candidate with the highest score. Intuitively this function primarily favors the candidate line nearest to its base line, using screen candidate line length as a tie-breaker.
Preferred alignment, temporal damping, and plane preference are relatively minor terms that provide tie-break stability to the system.
To convert all our of penalty functions into the same unit, we multiply by handleSpacing (= 30 pixels) where necessary. We describe each of the components below.
Dist ( λ 1 = −1 ) measures the distance of the middle point on the baseline to the middle point on the candidate line in pixels. This is motivated by design principles 1, 2
and 5 (see Subsection 3.1).
LenCandidate ( λ 2 = 0.02 ) measures the length of the candidate line in screen space.
Lines foreshortened because of perspective have reduced importance (design principle 10). Intersect ( λ 5 = −handleSpacing ) returns 1 if the candidate line or its extension lines cross a previously placed dimension line or extension line, and 0 otherwise. This is a small term to avoid, rather than exclude, intersecting lines (design principle 7).
Plane ( λ 6 = 3 × handleSpacing ) returns 0 if either there is no plane associated with the candidate line or its plane is from the billboard slip behavior, 0.5 if the plane faces away from the camera, or 1 if the plane faces towards the camera.
We note that when using the base lines as candidate lines (after a failure to find better candidate lines), the scoring function favors longer lines with the specified preferred alignment; the other terms are irrelevant.
Advanced Dimension Line Placement
In this subsection, we discuss two advanced cases of dimension line placement: placing dimension lines for multiple scopes with the same name, and grouping dimension lines with the same orientation and plane together. Such lines are called chained dimension lines as illustrated in Figure 14 .
Multi-scope If a model contains multiple scopes with the same name, it is taken that all these scopes are associated with the same parameter. It is therefore sufficient to place a single dimension line on one of these scopes to illustrate the parameter. In this case, getBaseLines in Algorithm 1 returns all base lines for all scopes with the same name.
Chained Dimension Lines As described by Lieu [LS08], chained dimension lines in-
dicate that several measurements are collinear and contiguous in world space. For our interactive system we do not demand that the chained lines are contiguous, but use the style to indicate repeated dimensions. The author specifies if a parameter is chained.
The advantages of chained dimension lines are that they suggest to the user that one parameter can affect multiple scopes in a row or grid; such grids are typical on building facades. Another benefit is that we perform fewer computeWithSilhouette calls (Subsection 4.1), improving speed for large grids of scopes.
Some challenges of chained dimension line computation are that we first need to identify which base lines lie in the same plane. Further, after projection onto the final chain line, the chained lines may intersect, either between themselves or with existing lines. Therefore, we must select a non-intersecting subset of base lines for projection.
The algorithm proceeds in the following steps.
First, given the set of base lines for a parameter (Figure 13 , left, blue arrows), we cluster these base lines according to i) orientation, and ii) the planes that they lie in.
Given each such cluster, we find an oriented bounding rectangle of all base lines in the plane associated with the cluster (Figure 13 
Object Plane Locations
Object planes provide organization to lines with the parameter slip=object. As illustrated in the accompanying video, our early experiments showed that complex models under extreme perspective created a "forest" of lines, that were widely spread, untidy, and difficult to interpret. Our solution is to pre-compute a smaller number of object planes from the base line positions. Placing the candidate lines on these planes results in a significantly tidier layout.
The set of object planes, P object , in Algorithm 1 is comprised of front and back facing 
Algorithm Details
In this subsection, we discuss the details involved in combining the algorithms of the preceding sections.
Parameter Order Design principle 6 (Subsection 3.1) states that the nesting should be computed with longer dimension lines further away from the object than shorter ones. 
Interactive Editing
Our dynamic line placement enables predictable and intuitive editing of parameters. It is natural for users to interactively edit models with dimension lines, as they are positioned close to the feature that they are manipulating, without obscuring the model itself.
The arrows terminating dimension lines are treated as handles that can be dragged by the user with the mouse. Depending on the parameter type (as Figure 5) , either one or both arrowheads are colored orange to indicate that they are a handle. We evaluated our system on a number of parametric models (Figures 18-24) . A summary of the results are shown in The system performance when rendering handles is always real time (66 to 495fps).
Indirect Handles
The GPU generated distance fields ensure that the number of base lines and distance queries, rather than the polygon count, determine the performance. To illustrate this, we implemented a CPU only solution that positioned the dimension lines by processing the object mesh; the results are shown in the right hand columns of Table. 1. The GPU computed distance fields give a speed-up of up to 370x compared to the CPU algorithm, with the benefit increasing with model polygon count. Note that because of delayed buffer read-back, the GPU implementation timings do not include the time to create the distance fields. The chained lines ensure that even on large facades, the performance degradation was limited, with the byproduct of a superior user experience.
Our decision to use scopes as the mechanism to position dimension lines and other handles proved very flexible. As a side effect of this design we are able to use other properties of the scopes; the size of the scope is used for indirect handles, while the orientation frame is necessary to align rotational handles. Clearly identifying a parameter's direction and affected geometry aided novice users.
For example, novice users were confronted with the task of adjusting the size of the Candler building's roofline (Figure 24 ). They were able to manipulate the Cornice_Overhang handle, despite not knowing the technical term used in the parameter name (cornice).
There is a limit to these parameter identification benefits: the Omni Tree model of Figure 22 explores a system in which many base lines with many orientations were positioned in a compact space. The system is able to position the handles at interactive speeds, but only experienced users can consistently identify which dimension lines controls which trees. Another advantage of our system is that the number and range of handles also gives an indication of the ways in which a parametric model may be manipulated. This proves useful when discussing with users how much variety a particular parametric model is able to create.
Conclusions and Future Work
We propose the first system for the interactive positioning of dimension lines. We give a set of design principles for interactive dimensioning and provide an algorithmic framework incorporating these principles. We describe how an author can specify the interactive behavior of dimension lines. An algorithm uses this description to select the final dimension line positions from among the candidate positions. Further, we describe multiple extensions, including chained dimension lines, indirect parameters, different handle types (e.g. boolean and rotational handles), and the use of dimension lines for interactive editing. We demonstrate that our framework provides interactive frame rates when editing architectural, botanical, and mechanical models. In future work we would like to extend the use of the GPU to accelerate our algorithms further, explore the applications of interactive dimension lines to touch screen devices and examine the use of dimension lines for image editing. We believe that the presented system has the potential to allow a wider range of users to explore, understand, and manipulate parametric models than existing approaches. 
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